AL NAKHEEL ELECTRONICS is a well-established company in the maritime market specialized in the supply, installation, commissioning and service of Marine Navigational equipments, Communications, safety and other maritime equipments.

AL NAKHEEL offers a wide variety of products to enhance vessel performance, reliability, safety & security as a fully integrated communication system.

· INSTALLATION SERVICES
· COMMISSIONING SERVICES
· RADIO SURVEYS
· S/VDR APTS
· ANNUAL MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS
· AUTOMATION SERVICES
· ELECTRICAL
· VSAT AIRTIME, INSTALLATIONS
· MARINE TV ANTENNA—KVH
· MAGNETIC COMPASS DEVIATION
· CALIBRATIONS
· TRAINING

* AL NAKHEEL ELECTRONICS *

GMDSS, MF/HF, GYRO, RADAR, VDR, AUTOMATION, Etc.,

Solutions, cost effective 24/7

DNV-GL, ABS, BV, RINA, KR, NKK, TASNEEF, LR, INDIAN REGISTRY
AL NAKHEEL ELECTRONICS

* Corrective maintenance
* Preventive maintenance
* Commissioning services
* Installation Services
* Annual Radio Surveys
* Magnetic Compass Deviation
* Special Survey
* Shore Based Maintenance Agreement
* Annual Maintenance Contract
* Call-out Maintenance
* Offshore Services

GMDSS Consoles
- VDR / SVDR
- BNWAS
- ECDIS
- Gyrocompasses
- Magnetic compasses
- AIS
- GPS / DGPS
- Echo Sounder
- Chart Plotter
- Auto pilot
- Speed Log
- Wind Speed Indicator
- RADARS
- Marine CCTV

- VHF / UHF Handheld Radios
- MF/HF Radios
- VSAT
- SSB Radios
- Satellite Marine TV systems
- Intercom & PABX
- Fleet Broadband
- Inmarsat C
- GMDSS Handheld Radios
- EPIRB / LRIT / SART /SSAS
- Lithium Batteries
- NAVTEX
- VHF DSC Radios
- Public Address Systems
- Charts & Publications

MAGNETIC COMPASS DEVIATION

UAE: DUBAI, FUJAIRAH, ABUDHABI
INDIA: MANGALORE, MUMBAI, CHENNAI, VIZAG
SAUDI ARABIA: DAMMAM, JEDDAH
SINGAPORE: SINGAPORE
MAURITIUS: PORT LOUIS,
MADAGASCAR, ST.DENIS, SEYCHELLES, ST.DENIS
& DJIBOUTI

info@alnakheelelectronics.com
www.alnakheelelectronics.com
P: +971 4 2592576
Email: service@alnakheelelectronics.com
surveys@alnakheelelectronics.com
sales@alnakheelelectronics.com

PARTNERS: JRC | KVH | DANELEC | SIMRAD | NAVICO | SKIPPER | HYUNDAI | STX ENGINE | AMI | MRC | JMC | ONWA | STI | HEADWAY | MARIS |